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Message from the CILA President

Professional standards
to be proud of

It was a considerable honour
to be elected as the President
of this most professional and
esteemed Institute. Following
the AGM and conference, my
first major duty and privilege
was to address around 700
members and their guests at
the CILA Annual Lunch.
We are blessed to have the senior
and important people of the insurance
industry attending our lunch.
The occasion highlights our role as
the pre-eminent voice of authority
in claims. I was pleased to see so
many of my Irish colleagues in
attendance and to witness the
excellent impression this event
leaves on so many of our clients.
My role as your President is to continue
the excellent work of my predecessors
and to champion the high ethical and
professional standards all of our
members aspire to. These standards
are built on the technical expertise
which is measured by our qualification
process.

FORTHCOMING
EVENTS
CILA Webinar
Completing your Critical Analysis
Wednesday 29th November 2017

Liability SIG Seminar
Thursday 30th November 2017
Novotel London Tower Bridge
10 Pepys Street
London EC3N 2NR

Our Charter
Our Charter was granted in 1961
and was founded on strict rules of
professional conduct. The evolutionary
changes to our Charter has never
lessened these rules and I commend
all of our members to remind
themselves of these periodically.
This year we have signed up around
500 new members and each of these
members, when welcomed to the
fold, receive a copy of our Guide to
Professional Conduct.
The first 45 minutes
My career as a loss adjuster started
34 years ago. My first exposure to
the role was a visit to a burnt out
bakery with an experienced colleague.
Continued on page 2
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The first 45 minutes of that meeting was very much a
personal conversation with the owners as they talked
about the history of their business, what it had meant
to them as a family and the shock of the incident.
We all have our tales from the adjusting front line.
We understand the need and benefit of giving a person
who has suffered what may well be a life changing loss the
time to express their feelings, concerns and to be heard.
Assureds may have become “Policyholders” and
Policyholders “Customers” but to loss adjusters they are
always people who need and benefit from our empathy,
professionalism and attention to finding solutions.

I will be pressing this message throughout this year and
will be working with our industry partners including bodies
such as the ABI, CII, III, IRM and AIRMIC. Additionally,
I will be promoting your good work to the regulators of
Ireland and the UK, as well as Government and relevant
non-Governmental Organisations.
I am incredibly proud to be a Chartered Loss Adjuster and
look forward to representing our profession and Institute
in the year ahead.

John Eves BA MBS FCCA FCILA FIFAA Fuedi-Elae
CILA President

Qualification Success

Elevations since the September 2017 edition of Claims Focus

New Chartered and Certified Members
• Timothy Dalton

Vericlaim UK Limited

• David Russell

Mardee Services Ltd

• Andrew Flower-Simmonds

Vericlaim UK Limited

• Richard Taylor

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Jenny To

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Paul Valantine

Woodgate and Clark Limited

• Esther Kimotho	General Adjusters Kenya
Limited
• Steven McGhee

Zurich General Insurance

New Diploma Holders
• Syed Haider

• Benjamin Marsh

Cunningham Lindsey New Zealand

• Darren Hewer

CPA

• Gillian McCabe

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Conrad Higgins

Cunningham Lindsey International

• Fiona Reid

Borland Insurance Ltd

New Certificate Holders
• David Adam

Williams Pitt Ltd

• •Grace
Mareya
Neil Middleton

Claims Consortium Group

• Andrew Merrell
• Jonathan Mockridge
• Jackson Morris
• Stuart Williams
• Jodie Muffett

LMCI
Crawford & Company
Direct Group
QuestGates Ltd
Davies Group Limited
Cunningham Lindsey UK
Claims Consortium Group

• Katherine Arthurs

Quinn Insurance Ltd

• Paul Atkin

Sutton Winson

• Chloe Baker
• Joseph Brooks

Claims Consortium Group

• Mark Nealon

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Jamie Bruce

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Darrel Chapman

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Michael Phillips	NAGICO Insurance (Grenada)
Limited

• Warren Dodd

Cooke & Mason plc

• John Farnell
• Samuel Frost

Claims Consortium Group

• Julie Harris

Crawford & Company

• Paul Jones

Crawford & Company

• Ian Jones

QuestGates Ltd

• Sashidaran Kanagalingam Crawford & Company
• James Kelland

Claims Consortium Group

• Daniel Kirkland	Cunningham Lindsey
International
• Aaron Lakha

Crawford & Company

• Samantha Playfor

Claims Consortium Group

• Simon Rhodes

Crawford SLS

• Jennifer Ribeiro
• Shoaib Shafaatulla
• Peter Smith
• Andrew Stace
• Matthew Stanton

QuestGates Ltd

• Hannah Stoker

Crawford & Company

• Nicholas Taylor

Crawford & Company

• Mark Thomas
• Patrick Toole

• Sanghyup Lee	Cunningham Lindsey Korea Ltd

• Hannah Wells

• Claire Lloyd-Jones

• Jamie Williams

Claims Consortium Group

Davies Group Limited

Woodgate and Clark Limited

• Ahmed Mahrous

This publication has been made available by the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters solely for the use and convenience of the reader. By making this
publication available the CILA does not offer any endorsement or recommendation of the views and opinions expressed therein. For a full explanation
of the terms and conditions upon which the CILA provides this publication please see our full disclaimer available on the Institute website.
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Fireworks:
The science behind the show
Firework displays are
a common feature of
November evenings but
they can result in claims
for injury or property
damage. In this article
Wayne Manton of
Hawkins explains the
science behind fireworks
and the regulations that the
industry must adhere to.
How do fireworks work?
The basic ingredients in the black
powder of fireworks are a fuel
source and an oxidiser. The fuel
provides heat and the oxidiser is
there to provide more oxygen than
the ambient air can supply, which
accelerates the reaction.
But slower is better, pyrotechnic
chemists want a firework to burn
slowly to create a good visual
show, not just a loud bang. To slow
down the burning, chemists use
big grains of chemicals, in the range
of 250 to 300 microns (the size of
a small grain of sand), and they
don’t blend the ingredients together
very well. That makes it harder for
the fuel and oxidizer to combine
and burn, and produces a longer
and brighter effect.
For the really sparkly effects,
even bigger grains are used, roughly
1,000 microns in size, which are
ignited by the black powder burning
around them and combine with
the air to burn with a spark effect.
Aluminium burning at 1,500°C
(2,700°F) produces golden sparks,
while at hotter temperatures,
up to 3,000°C (5,400°F), the
aluminium produces white sparks.

4
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Are fireworks dangerous?
Until the end of 2005, The Royal
Society for the Prevention of Accidents
(RoSPA) annually collated and released
figures relating to the number of
firework injuries that required hospital
treatment in the UK. In 2005, 990
people were injured, and of these
563 were aged under 20 years. Of the
total number of injuries, 475 occurred
at a family or private party whilst
121 occurred at a public display.
Now compare those statistics to
that of our neighbours across the
Atlantic. According to the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA),
in 2013, U.S. hospital emergency
rooms treated an estimated 11,400
people for firework related injuries.
The NFPA also states that in 2011,
fireworks caused an estimated
17,800 reported fires, including 1,200
structure fires, 400 vehicle fires, and
16,300 outside and other fires. These
fires resulted in another 40 injuries
and $32 million of property damage.
But fireworks are not unreasonably
dangerous when they are used
and handled properly. The British
Pyrotechnics Association states that:

Continued from page 4

These two documents apply to all
fireworks sold to the public in the
UK. Most importantly, fireworks sold
in the UK must comply with the
requirements of BS7114 which
makes it an offence to supply goods
which fail to comply with general
safety requirements. In addition to
this, BIS introduced the Pyrotechnic
Articles (Safety) Regulations 2010
which came into force on 4 July
2010. These regulations require
that from 4 July 2017 all fireworks
must carry a CE mark.

“

People are at least 3 to 5
times more likely to be killed or
seriously injured driving a round
trip to view a fireworks display
than they are to be killed or
seriously injured from the
fireworks at the display. Most
fireworks accidents are the result
of carelessness, misuse or failure
to follow regulations and
workplace guidelines.

”

Regulations for handling fireworks
The industry cannot stop the
mishandling of fireworks, but there
are now extensive regulations in
place which if followed should
mitigate the risks.
The UK Government regulates the
industry through the Department
for Business, Innovation & Skills
(BIS) and the Health & Safety
Executive (HSE).
BIS is responsible for the Consumer
Protection Act 1987 (CPA) and the
General Product Safety Regulations
2005 (GPSR). Beneath these are
the British Standard 7114-2:1998
“Fireworks – Specification for
fireworks” and the Fireworks
Regulations 2004 (made under
the Fireworks Act 2003).

In addition to the above, BIS regulate
the Fireworks Regulations 2004 and
the European Union requirements
of the 2013 Pyrotechnics Directive
(2013/29/EU) (“the Pyrotechnics
Directive”) and the Directive on the
traceability of pyrotechnic articles
(2014/58/EU) (“the Traceability
Directive”). BS EN 15947-3:2010
“Pyrotechnic articles. Fireworks,
Categories 1, 2, and 3” specifies
the minimum labelling requirements

for fireworks. Finally, there is a
more recently introduced Standard,
EN 14035. This Standard covers
the specification and test methods
for all fireworks imported (or
manufactured) within the EU.
The BIS regulations mostly cover the
fireworks purchased commercially
and used privately. But what about
the professionals? Well, in addition
to the above BIS requirements, the
HSE enforce the Carriage of Dangerous
Goods and Use of Transportable
Pressure Equipment Regulations which
includes the Carriage of Dangerous
Goods by Road (ADR) license. There is
also the Classification and Labelling of
Explosives Regulations along with, and
what are probably the most important
regulations for professionals, the
Manufacture and Storage of Explosives
Regulations 2005 (MSER) and the
Explosives Act 1875.

Wayne Manton holds a
degree in Mechanical
Engineering and is a
Whitworth Scholar and
having worked at Rolls-Royce
Defence Aerospace he joined
Hawkins to further his
interest in exploring
mechanical failures. He is a
member of the British
Pyrotechnics Association
(BPA) and of the Institute of
Explosives Engineers (IExpE).

Email:
enquiries@hawkins.biz
Telephone:
0207 481 4897

For more information or advice about
fire and explosion incidents, please
contact Hawkins directly.

FIRE • MAJOR LOSS • ASBESTOS
With extensive experience in fire, major loss and contaminated waste, the Asbestos Group
offer a unique integrated service to Surveyors and Loss Adjusters alike.

Established 10 years

Telephone

For more information contact

Paul Higginson

National coverage

Business Development Manager

07836 692 184

Fire & Major Loss Specialists
Email

paul@theasbestosgroup.co.uk

The Asbestos Group
www.theasbestosgroup.co.uk
Stoke House, Harold Court, Saxon Business Park,
Bromsgrove, Worcestershire, B60 4FL.
Company Number: 6315530
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CILA CONFERENCE 2017
The 2017 CILA Conference was held on 12th September and
brought the loss adjusting community to Wembley.
Delegates were able to enjoy impressive views of the
stadium whilst also learning about the latest developments
to potentially influence the handling of claims in the future.
There was also plenty of time for networking and fun, with
the Awards dinner and CILA quiz providing moments of
celebration and good natured competitive spirit. Our thanks
to all those who contributed to the success of the event
including our guest speakers and the Institute sponsors.

The following conference presentations are available
to view on the CILA website:
www.cila.co.uk/cila/news-claims-focus/institutenews/590-cila-conference-2017
• The Enterprise Act – Pandora’s Box or a Sledgehammer
to crack a nut?
• The Development of Cyber Insurance – Where are
we now?
• UK Terrorism – Pool Re’s role in a year of evolving
terror for the UK; what and where next?
• Changes to Data Regulation and the GDPR – a tough
new world?
• Practical approaches to dealing with landlords,
tenants and loss of rent claims

CILA organised an excellent
event – at no point did I feel
that I didn’t know what was
happening, and staff were
engaging and friendly. One of
the better conferences I have
been to in the last few years.

Terrorism claims
and the Pool Re scheme
Representatives from Pool Re spoke
at the CILA Conference this year
and provided a fascinating insight
into how terrorism is evolving and
what this may mean for those who
are involved in the UK insurance
industry response.

seemingly making political gain from
an event that turned out not to be
an act of terrorism.

The role of Pool Re
Pool Re was established in 1993 as
a response to the market withdrawal
of cover for terrorist acts following
the bombing of the Baltic Exchange.
Pool Re is a mutual reinsurer which
is owned by the insurance industry
but supported by government.

“…acts of persons acting on
behalf of, or in connection with,
any organisation which carries
out activities directed towards the
overthrowing or influencing, by
force or violence, of Her Majesty’s
government in the United Kingdom
or any other government de jure
or de facto.”

Providing reinsurance to the insurance
market means that insurers can
continue to provide the cover to
protect businesses. This is for the
public benefit and whilst different
from Flood Re and the benefits of
the Riot Compensation Act, the
principles could be argued to be the
same. A safety net backed to varying
degrees by the public purse.
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Liaison with CILA members
Members of the CILA will understand
that their Institute maintains close
contact with Governmental and
Non-Governmental organisations

Further it will be appreciated that acts
of terrorism necessitate cordons and
restriction of public access for the
protection of the public and the crime
scene. In the event of a major incident
the Institute has a protocol involving the
relevant authorities which will enable
Institute Representatives to gain
appropriate access to such scenes.
This provides benefit to the public
as the Institute is able to establish
information which in turn supports
members in their response to the
incident. (Institute involvement will be
undertaken with due respect for the
prevention of any commercial benefit
for any member/s.)

What is an act of terrorism?
Providing reinsurance for damage
by acts of terrorism means that we
must understand what constitutes
an act of terrorism.
Over the past few years there have
been a number of acts of terrorism
but it has not always been clear
whether they would meet the
definition. The media have received
criticism for describing one act as an
act of terrorism whilst not referring
to other events as acts of terrorism.
On the 7th October this year a motorist
collided with pedestrians outside the
Natural History Museum in London.
Initial reports and images of the
incident and the security forces’
responses suggested this was an act
of terrorism. Political commentators
who tweeted in the immediate
aftermath were later criticised for

6

The Pool Re scheme uses the definition
of an Act of Terrorism contained in
the Reinsurance (Acts of Terrorism)
Act 1993:

that influence the insurance market.
In relation to terrorism this includes
the Home Office, the Police, Local
Authorities, the ABI and of course
Pool Re.

CILA members are encouraged to keep their knowledge of the
Pool Re scheme up to date and to refer to the Pool Re Claims
Protocols and Civil Contingencies paper which is located in the
CILA Technical Library.
www.cila.co.uk/cila/technical-library
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CILA AWARDS 2017
A big well done and congratulations to our 2017 CILA Qualification Award
Winners. These talented individuals were the highest performing candidates
in their respective qualifications between August 2016 and July 2017.
Neil Hanson,
Cunningham Lindsey
Institute Prize

Julie Groves,
Crawford & Company
Cuthbert Buckle Prize

Richard Wilson,
Quadra Claims Services
Diploma Prize

Tony Ryan,
QuestGates
Certificate Prize

Members were able to share in their success at the CILA Awards dinner on 12th September when each
of the winners received a trophy and cash prize as an acknowledgement of their achievements.

Neil Hanson HND Dip CII (Claims) APCIP ACILA,

Complex Loss Investigator – MCL Global – UK,
Cunningham Lindsey
Setting out on my Associate studies was a daunting
prospect. Having previously studied to Diploma level
through the Chartered Insurance Institute (CII) I knew
how hard the process was going to be. Being a few
years older, not necessarily wiser and a young family
would likely make the process more problematic.
Armed with an exemption from the C1 exam due to
my CII qualification, I set off on my way through the
Associateship programme determined to become
a fully qualified Loss Adjuster.
Having worked at Cunningham Lindsey for around
6 years I knew how highly regarded the Associate
qualification was. My role of Complex Loss Investigator
with Major & Complex Loss had focused upon high
value, complex liability and potentially fraudulent
claims – not traditional loss adjusting in the true
sense of the word. I therefore started the process
with nervousness.
Whilst challenging, I found the qualification
programme to be invaluable in my day to day work,
providing me with skills in dealing with claims
including the most problematic of issues.
The examination process was made much easier
with the tailored support provided by Cunningham
Lindsey and the expert guidance and tutelage

8
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Julie Groves PhD FCCA Adv Dip CILA,

Major and Complex Loss, Global Technical
Services UK, Crawford & Company
As a specialist adjuster within the Major Loss team
at Crawford & Company I was fortunate to be
asked to travel to New Zealand to adjust CAT losses.
Having come from a forensic Business Interruption
background this was somewhat daunting but
exciting and my interaction with many senior
individuals cemented my desire to work towards
Chartered Loss Adjuster status.
Fitting the study
and exams
around my full
time day job as
an adjuster
hasn’t been
easy but I’m
glad to be
approaching the
ACS stage with a range of experience and knowledge
across the many fields of adjusting. Crawford &
Company’s process of putting together candidates
from different departments in the business has been
beneficial to prompt discussions on the syllabus with
those from a different specialism.
I am honoured to have received the Cuthbert Buckle
prize from the Institute.

offered by both Paul Reeve and Paul Davidson whom
without their support I am sure I would not have
been able to progress.

Richard Wilson Dip CILA,

Loss Adjuster, Quadra Claims Services

Having commenced the process in March 2016,
sitting my first examinations in October 2016 I was
proud to have submitted my Critical Analysis in early
June 2017. I say with great pride that I qualified in
mid July 2017 and humbled to receive the award
of the Institute Prize 2017.
I can only recommend the CILA examinations
to any Loss Adjuster wishing to gain professional
accreditation for their role. The technical content is
challenging but invaluable and highly rewarding.

It was a huge surprise and honour to receive the
award for the best achiever for the Diploma
qualification and it has spurred me on to complete
my studies to attain Chartered status.
Tony Ryan Cert CILA,

Head of Quality Assurance – Property, QuestGates
While I have many
years of experience
in the industry, the
lack of a recognised
qualification was
glaring omission
– although the
prospect of taking
exams again after
almost 30 years was
a little daunting!
The exam process
was, however, straightforward and, with some
revision and revisiting oft-forgotten topics, I was
delighted to pass and to have achieved the highest
marks was a welcome surprise.
Hopefully my achievement in conjunction with
QuestGates’ ongoing focus and encouragement for
all staff to continue training and to achieve
professional qualifications, will spur my colleagues
towards attaining their own CILA qualifications.

CILA Secretariat Award 2017
The work of the Institute relies upon experienced
members sharing their knowledge and expertise,
however in order to do this a member has to
commit time and put in effort, typically on top of
a demanding day job.
This year we introduced the CILA Secretariat
Award to recognise those members who make
this commitment, giving back to their profession
and making significant contributions to the
activities of our Institute.

It would be fair to say that I should have started
studying for CILA qualifications many years ago,
as I have found the challenge of preparing for these
exams thoroughly rewarding. It has enhanced my
technical skills and has proved to be extremely
useful in my day to day work.

The 2017 CILA Secretariat Award has been
awarded to Mike Weatherhead of Vericlaim UK
for his work in relation to the CILA Property SIG.
A huge thanks to Mike and to all members who
volunteer and support the work of our Institute.

Claims Focus November 2017
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Keeping up to date with the

Diversity & Inclusion Agenda
by Malcolm Hyde and Candy Holland
In 2015 the Institute introduced
a Diversity & Inclusion (D&I)
policy and since then D&I has
been included on the agenda of
committee and council meetings.

the different perspectives and
experiences of individuals in relation
to D&I. Looking for some differing
perspectives on the subject, the first
two tweets of the day were:

Our aim is that:

“The art we display on our
walls should make everyone
feel like they belong here.”

“our membership and staff
will be truly representative
of all sections of society and
each feels respected and able
to give of their best.”
The purpose of this article is to
highlight some of the current
backdrop to the D&I agenda and to
provide members with some useful
points of reference for further reading.
Wealth of online discussion
and debate
Social media is a powerful tool for
expressing and exchanging views and
it can provide fascinating insight into

10
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This resonates with the Institute.
When we hold events, whether
technical or social, we must consider
how well we meet our desired
standard for everyone to feel welcome
to join and participate in the event.
The second was:

“Race, gender, skin colour and
age are all just the tip of the
Diversity iceberg”
This quote was followed by a picture
depicting an iceberg with the

following subjects beneath the
iceberg’s waterline, nationality,
religion, wealth, social status,
education, languages, beliefs,
sexuality, work style, location and
political views.
Again, this resonates with the values
of our Institute. Neither the Institute
nor its members should condone
conscious or unconscious bias in any
aspect of their work or activities.
These two examples show how we
can question and challenge what we
do by being alive to the views are
being expressed and debated by
wider society.
Gender pay gap reporting
A D&I issue that is very much
on the agenda is the gender pay
gap and gender pay gap reporting.

We have had laws against sex
discrimination for 45 years and now
companies with an excess of 250
employees must publish the results
of their gender pay gap measures.
The UK Government state that the UK
gender pay gap is at its lowest level
ever – just over 18 per cent (47% in
the insurance sector). Further, the UK
Government explain that the causes
of the gender pay gap are complex
and overlapping:
• A higher proportion of women
choose occupations that offer less
financial reward (e.g. administration).
Many high paying sectors are
disproportionately made up of male
workers (e.g. information and
communications technology).
• A much higher proportion of women
work part-time, and part-time
workers earn less than their full-time
counterparts on average.

•W
 omen are still less likely to
progress up the career ladder into
high paying senior roles.
The government is taking action by:
• Requiring large employers, including
the public sector, to publish their
gender pay gap and gender bonus
gap;
•O
 ffering 30 hours of free childcare
for working families with 3 and 4
year-olds; and
•E
 ncouraging girls to consider a wider
range of careers, including in those
higher paying sectors traditionally
dominated by men.
The government has already:

ACAS Guidance
The Advisory, Conciliation and
Arbitration Service (ACAS), a Crown
non-departmental public body of the
Government of the United Kingdom,
provide further information on the
gender pay gap. Employers can also
find guides and fact sheets relating
to gender pay gap reporting on the
ACAS website.
The CILA Guide to Professional
Conduct highlights the necessity
of our members to act ethically
and with integrity. Gender pay gap
reporting is a company issue but
worthy of being understood by
members.

•E
 xtended the right to request
flexible working to all employees;
• I ntroduced shared parental
leave; and
•C
 ommissioned a review to look at
how we can remove the barriers
preventing women getting to
the top of their careers.

Claims Focus November 2017
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Kitchenpod moves temporary
kitchens inside the home
Kitchenpod, an innovative new temporary kitchen
provider, operating for the last 15 months, is starting
to make an impact within the insurance industry.

How to clean up the air
By Polygon, lead sponsors of the CILA Property SIG
In most modern buildings the air you breathe is
delivered and extracted by a Heating Ventilation
and Air Conditioning system (HVAC).
Following fires in commercial premises, smoke residue
deposits are often found in the ductwork systems. Smoke
and soot residue often contains high level of chloride which
will cause corrosion if left untreated by a professional.
These residues can also lead to contamination reaching
areas that were not directly affected by the original
incident. The primary cause of this is the HVAC system,
which distributes temperature-controlled air throughout
the building.
Modern Air Handling Units (AHUs) typically have a recycling
system that will filter the air born particles out of the air
returning to the system and recycling it back into the delivery
– therefore any bacteria/odours/mould spores etc. that are
too small for the filters to extract – can be delivered back
into the building and to the people breathing that air. Most
companies who provide a `standard` duct cleaning service
may not realise the importance of providing clean and
contamination free extract systems.
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning systems –
can you decontaminate the internal parts?
The Damage Control industry has for some time needed an
effective solution for the internal decontamination of HVACs
and associated ductwork systems. Whilst the ‘everyday’
methods offered will remove loose deposits to some extent,
these methods will not decontaminate and neutralise the
internal surfaces to the same level that is expected on
external surface.
Polygon now has a solution to lead the Damage Control
industry and provide peace of mind for the insurance
industry that ductwork can be decontaminated and
replacement is no longer the only option. The method used
by Polygon allows full access to the system ensuring no
12
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area is left untreated. The entire system is methodically
decontaminated internally, from intake at the point of the
AHU supplying the air to the full extract system back to the
AHU. The Polygon method has been developed to a standard
where contamination levels are reduced to the same
internally as externally.
A major advantage of the methodology devised is reducing
the number of access hatches that would normally be
required. This reduces disruption to a business and means
that decontamination works can be often be undertaken
in normal working hours, helping reduce the overall cost of
the project.

They have created high quality portable kitchen ‘pods’ which
allow policyholders to remain inside their homes whilst
repairs to the kitchen area are carried out. The modular
nature of the pods allow them to be configured flexibly
according to available space. They can also be installed in
any room of the house, including upstairs, within two hours.
These new indoor temporary kitchens give Loss Adjusters
and Insurers the ability to install in all properties, including
flats, unlike existing solutions to date.
The pods are proving to be the most convenient solution for
many policyholders, with the added benefit of being the most
cost effective product available to the insurance industry.
This is particularly relevant in urban areas like London, where
alternative accommodation costs are at their highest and
places to park a driveway based product are the most limited.

TEMPORARY KITCHEN HIRE SOLUTION

All works are carried out to the standards laid down in
BS EN 15780:2011 and the guidelines outlined in HVAC
guide to good practice TR/19.
All systems are fogged post decontamination to reduce
the possibility of mould spore growth. Chilling coil
decontamination, heat exchanger decontamination,
filter bag replacement and damper setting all form part
of the service.

‘My kitchen was flooded in December and had to be
completely stripped out. I was facing the prospect of having
to move out of my house – until I discovered Kitchenpod.
It was a complete revelation. All that was needed was a
water supply and power points and I could have a full
kitchen complete with hot water, dishwasher, fridge/freezer,
hob and oven. Amazing!
No living off microwave meals and washing up in the
bath – life could go on almost as normal.

Bespoke service from Polygon
Polygon now offer the insurance industry and private
sector an extremely skilled and experienced team, able to
deliver totally effective decontamination of HVAC systems
regardless of the circumstances, location or incident type.
As part of their initial assessment, Project Managers will
undertake contamination profiling to determine the
spread of contamination throughout the property.
Polygon is able to decontaminate incident related smoke
contamination and where required, pre-incident soil to
risers, plenum, filter boxes, and horizontal ductwork.
All HVAC control systems within the ductwork – attenuators,
flow control dampers, fire dampers, air turning vanes and
sensors are included within the decontamination works.

Mrs C Bell used an indoor temporary kitchen for her
insurance claim in Islington, London earlier this year.

As a result I have been able to stay put and manage the
building works on site – resulting in a much quicker
turnaround than expected. So it has been a win-win
situation – and my insurers are more than happy too!’
Homeowners would often prefer to stay inside their homes
rather than being placed in alternative accommodation.
This might be for a variety of reasons, including wanting to
keep the kids close to their school, or because they have
pets they don’t want to be parted from.

Keep policyholders in their homes with
a unique and cost effective solution.
Temporary kitchens that can be set up
in virtually any room of the house.

www.kitchenpod.co.uk
Contact us on 0203 859 7040 or
info@kitchenpod.co.uk

Mrs M from Dorset stated:

‘In February this year we suffered a burst pipe within the
wall of our kitchen, resulting in significant damage to the
floor and walls and a subsequent insurance claim.
We were advised that due to the repairs required the kitchen
would be unusable and therefore we could move out whilst
this took place. For us this was not an option as we have six
cats who would have to be placed in a cattery. Kitchenpod
was the alternative and I have to say a lifesaver. Installation
was quick and easy. All we had to do was move some
furniture and we had a usable kitchen with all we needed to
carry on in what has been a very stressful time. Everything
supplied, even a dishwasher. Amazing, thank you.’
Claims Focus November 2017
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Training Courses
on Flooding
15% discount for CILA members
The BRE Academy has developed
two new courses to help individuals
understand more about flood risk
and flood resilience.
An introduction to Flood Protection and Flood
Prevention is an online course consisting of 5 modules.
Topics covered include: a background to flooding in the UK:
information on what resources are available to help you
understand flood risk; what to do when flooding occurs;
and what measures you can take to minimise the impact
of flooding on a building in the future.
Property Flood Resilience Surveyors training course is a
two day classroom course which includes modules such
as: surveying methodology, external fabric (how to identify
flood water entry points); internal fabric and services
(flood water entry and damage); insurance; and use of the
property flood resilience database. The course concludes
with a 1 hour multiple choice exam, and successful
candidates have the opportunity to become a BRE
Certified Independent Flood Resilience Surveyor.

Here to help
Bianca Brezzo

Find out more and book now with your 15%
discount code exclusive to CILA members C1LA15
at https://bre.ac

The Institute team is delighted to welcome
Bianca Brezzo, our new Qualifications and
Membership Administrator. Bianca will be
here to help with any enquiries you have
regarding membership or qualifications.
Bianca has a BA Hons in Travel and Tourism
Management and is now looking forward to
helping others obtain claims qualifications
through the Institute. She understands how
important support and guidance are and is
here to do exactly that!

Every journey is different,
therefore it is essential to cater
to each individual member and
make their experience at the
Institute one to remember!
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